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Structural transition of inversion domain boundaries through interactions with stacking faults
in epitaxial GaN
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In epitaxial wurtzite GaN, structural transformations of inversion domain boundaries on prismatic planes are
observed at their intersections with stacking faults on the basal plane. High resolution electron microscopy
observations show that, following the growth direction, the inversion domain boundaries are transformed from
the low-energy and electrically nonactive IDB* type to the high-energy, electrically active, Holt-type structure.
By using the topological theory of interfacial defects, it is proved that these transitions are due to the interac-
tion of two distinct planar defects, and can be attributed to the different growth rates of adjacent domains of
inverse polarity. The junction lines of the planar defects are characterized by employing the circuit mapping
technique as formulated mathematically for multicomponent crystal systems. It is found that these lines exhibit
partial dislocation character and an analytical account of such lines is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GaN epitaxial layers have recently generated signific
interest for use in optoelectronic and solid state electro
device applications.1,2 The material is a III-V semiconducto
with large direct band gap, and can be employed for
production of blue and ultraviolet wavelengths. It is ch
lenging that devices comprising this material exhibit satisf
tory performance despite a large density and multiplicity
microstructural defects; GaN epitaxial layers bearing
wurtzite crystal structure, commonly contain threading a
misfit dislocations, basal and prismatic stacking faults~SF’s!,
nanopipes, and inversion domain boundaries~IDB’s!.3–7 The
use of different substrates~e.g., sapphire, SiC, Si, GaP, etc!,
as well as of different deposition techniques@molecular beam
epitaxy ~MBE!, metal organic chemical vapor depositio
~MOCVD!, and vapor phase epitaxy~VPE!#, has been un-
successful in preventing the occurrence of such defect
large numbers.1,7–10 The electronically inert character o
many structural defects in GaN has been attributed to
atomic configurations that are associated with them.11,12 It
appears that planar defects in which the atoms are arra
so that ‘‘wrong’’ bonds are eliminated, do not induce ele
tronic states in the band gap, and also are energetically
vorable compared to defects in which wrong bonds are
volved; this is due to the higher ionicity exhibited by GaN
compared to other semiconductors such as GaAs and S

IDB’s are particularly important when growth procee
along a polar direction, since they facilitate the coexiste
of crystalline regions of inverse polarity, with a resulta
influence on physical and chemical properties such as sur
structure and morphology, chemical etching behavior, cry
growth behavior, etc.7,9,13,14These defects can be electrical
active depending on the atomic coordination along the
IDB’s in epitaxial GaN grown along the@0001# direction,
commonly appear along$101̄0% prismatic planes,7,9,15–18and
0163-1829/2001/64~24!/245325~12!/$20.00 64 2453
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it has been shown that, for one particular relative displa
ment of the inverse polarity domains on either side of
boundary, they are electrically inert and energetica
favorable.7,11 Such boundaries have been designated to
long to the IDB* type, are illustrated in Fig. 1~a!, and have
been observed experimentally.7,9,15,16,18In a second configu-
ration, known as Holt-type IDB,19 the atoms on either side o
the boundary are located at interchanged positions in
crystalline structure, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Such IDB’s in-
volve wrong bonds and have been shown to be electric
active. Moreover they exhibit a higher formation energy th
IDB* ones.11 Nevertheless, they too have been observ
experimentally.9,15,16The IDB plane can reside on two loca
tions for each IDB model, i.e., either cutting single bonds~as
shown in Fig. 1!, or cutting double bonds; the former ha
been designated as type 1 plane and the latter as type16

With respect to SF’s, it has been shown that they do
introduce localized states in the band gap, although they
bound quantum-well-like regions of sphalerite-structur
material in the wurtzite host.20

Most published structural results on$101̄0% IDB’s in GaN
epilayers have been performed on material that had b
deposited on~0001! Al2O3,7,9,15–18and Ruteranaet al. ~Ref.
21! have attributed the introduction of these planar defect
the relief of misfit along@0001# caused by steps and de
misteps on the substrate surface. However, they have
been able to conclude that a step leads to a definite mod
IDB. Hence the issue concerning the reasons for the in
duction of the high-energy Holt IDB’s remains unresolve
In a recent presentation,22 a mechanism for the introductio
of Holt IDB’s, through the interaction of IDB*’s withI 1
intrinsic basal SF’s, was proposed. We hereby give a deta
account of such interactions. In Sec. II, the topologic
theory of interfacial defects is applied in order to determina
priori the character of the IDB-SF junction lines.23 This
analysis results in a thorough and systematic crystallogra
description of the IDB-SF interactions. Its results are appl
©2001 The American Physical Society25-1
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for the interpretation of conventional and high-resoluti
electron microscopy observations~CTEM and HREM! on
GaN epilayers, that are given in Sec. III. The IDB-SF jun
tion lines are characterized on HREM micrographs using
cuit mapping. The method is an extension of the Burg
circuit, which was originally introduced by Frank,24 and has
been formulated by Pond and Hirth.25 This formulation made
possible the characterization of interfacial defects includ
line defects at interface junction lines,25,26 and it is outlined
in the Appendix. Prior to application of the mapping tec
nique, the character of the interfaces that are involved in
interactions is identified by image simulation. The conc
sions are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. TOPOLOGICAL ACCOUNT OF IDB-SF INTERACTIONS

Pond and co-workers have presented a rigorous cryst
graphic framework for thea priori topological analysis of
interfacial line defects,23,27 and we apply this method in or
der to determine the line defects at the IDB-SF junct
lines. The method is based on Volterra’s description of l
defects in elastic continua;28 this approach is adapted to in
terfacial defects by considering an initially elastic bico
tinuum of two half-spaces, designatedl and m, that are
joined with no initial long-range stresses, as depicted in F
2~a!. A ‘‘cut’’ is introduced along the interface, and we the
modify the exposed surfaces by the addition/removal of m
terial and/or by the application of tractions as shown in F

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of~a! a $101̄0% IDB* planar de-
fect with a relative displacementp52c/8 of the abutting domains

and ~b! a $101̄0% Holt-type IDB with a relative displacementp
53c/8 in the GaN structure (^12̄10& projection, large and smal
circles denote distinct atomic species, shading denotes levels 0
a/2 along the projection direction, and tetrahedra indicate pola
reversal!. The relative displacements are defined taking as refere
~zero displacement! the Austerman-Gehman IDB model~Ref. 31!.
The p vectors denote displacement of domainm with respect to
domainl.
24532
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2~b!. After rejoining, a line defect results between the init
interface and the new.

Assume the newl surface is obtained from the initial on
by the operationV(l) j5„V(l) j ,v(l) j… in Seitz notation
@whereV(l) j is the orthogonal part andv(l) j the translation
part#29 and, similarly, the newm surface is obtained by
V(m) i . Then, by convention, the defect is characterized
the operation required to bring the newm surface onto the
new l one, i.e.,Zi j 5(Z i j ,zi j )5V(l) jV(m) i

21 . For admis-
sible defects,Zi j describes a rigid-body operation, and,
this is a displacementZi j 5(I ,zi j ), where I is the identity
rotation, then the defect is a dislocation with Burgers vec
bi j 5zi j ~other admissible forms are disclinations a
dispirations!.23

In crystals, only symmetry operations leave the respec
media invariant; in addition, the lattices introduce natu
choices for coordinate frames. With respect to the coordin
frame issue, we choose to defineZi j in the l frame, and
hence

Zi j 5V~l! jPV~m! i
21P 21, ~1!

whereP5(P,p) is the transformation relating them frame to
the l one. With respect to the invariance issue, substitut
of symmetry operations, designatedWi5(W i ,wi),

29 in the
place ofVi operations in Eq.~1!, gives descriptions of de
fects between crystallographically equivalent, and hence
ergetically degenerate, regions. These defects can be
taineda priori since theWi operations are known. On th
other hand, if at least one of the operations substituted in
~1! is not a symmetry operation, the defect separates crys
lographically distinct regions. In the latter case, if there a
no constraints on theVi operations, we cannot predict whic
defects are physically feasible. Nevertheless, at certain
stances, there are structural choices ofVi operations, and Eq
~1! defines the rigorous framework in which to investiga
the corresponding defects. This is particularly relevant
the issue at hand, i.e., the IDB-SF interactions, as discus
below.

As shown in Fig. 2~b!, interfacial line defects can have a
associated step character, and the Volterra approach t
into account the incompatibilities between steps on abut
surfaces. In the following we take our interface to be

$101̄0% IDB, and we will examine the defect character
line junctions with SF’s. For this purpose, we will consid
SF-introducingVi operations with related steps.

The wurtzite structure~spacegroupP63mc) can be con-
sidered as being composed of two interpenetrating hcp s
structures that are displaced by3

8 @0001#, and each comprise

nd
y
ce

FIG. 2. ~a! Bicontinuum.~b! Schematic illustration of the intro-
duction of an interfacial dislocation by the Volterra process.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic illustration of a steph5A3a/2 between unrelaxed crystallographically equivalent$101̄0% surface regions; the ste

corresponds to a lattice translationt5 1
3 @211̄0#. ~b!–~e! Schematic illustrations of steps on an unrelaxed$101̄0% surface due to the impinge

ment of a I 1 SF. The step vectors and heights are as follows.~b! v15
1
6 ^202̄3&, h15A3a/3, ~c! v25

1
6 ^2̄203&, h252A3a/6, ~d! v1

5
1
6 ^2̄023&, h152A3a/3 ~e! v25

1
6 ^22̄03&, h25A3a/6. ~Atoms are as in Fig. 1. In~a! and ~b!, the stacking sequences along@0001# and

^101̄0& have been indicated.!
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distinct atomic species. The stacking sequence along@0001#
is . . .AaBbAaBb. . . i.e., each layer parallel to the bas
plane is composed of two sublayers of distinct atomic s
cies. As a result of the interpenetration, half of the symme
operations that describe the hcp structure are suppress
wurtzite. Consequently, crystallographically equivale

$101̄0% surface regions, at different levels along^101̄0&, can
only coexist through steps corresponding to lattice tran

tions such asWi5(I ,t i)5(I , 1
3 ^2110&); these vectors con

nect Aa to Aa and Bb to Bb layers, as illustrated in Fig
3~a!. Such steps have heights that are integer multiples oh
5A3a/2 ~wherea is the GaN lattice parameter in the bas
plane!.

Figures 3~b! to 3~e! depict the impingement of aI 1 intrin-
sic basal SF on a$101̄0% surface. This fault corresponds t
one violation of the stacking rule or, equivalently, to t
introduction of one row of sphalerite stacking in the wurtz
stacking sequence along@0001#, and can be considered t
have been formed by the removal of one basal layer~e.g.,
Aa) followed by a1

3 ^101̄0& shear. This leads to the stackin
. . . AaBbAaBbCcBbCc. . . , and thecorresponding dis-
placement vector is1

6 ^202̄3&5 1
3 ^101̄0&1 1

2 @0001#. As the
removal of a double layer is required, theI 1 SF is a growth
defect.30 Its effect on a$101̄0% surface depends upon th
sense of the sphalerite units. For each sense~i.e., either to-
wards or away from the interface!, two step-introducing op-
erations can be distinguished; these areV15(I ,v1)5(I ,
6 1

3 ^101̄0&1 1
2 @0001#) and V25(I ,v2)5(I ,6 1

6 ^1̄010&
1 1

2 @0001#6 1
6 ^1̄21̄0&) ~the signs of thê101̄0& components

are reversed when changing the sense of the sphalerite u!.
The corresponding step heights areh156A3a/3 andh25
6A3a/6. We note that the surfaces on either side of th
steps are energetically degenerate even though they ar
24532
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crystallographically equivalent. We also note that the st
given in Fig. 3 are the smallest possible; all other feasi
steps can be regarded as combinations of these.

Similarly to hcp, a second type of intrinsic SF, that
termedI 2, comprises two rows of sphalerite stacking form

by a 1
3 ^101̄0& shear. However, we concentrate on theI 1 SF’s

due to the1
2 @0001# component. In an earlier publication,22 it

was proposed that this component could accommodate
coexistence of the two principal$101̄0% IDB types, i.e.,
IDB* and Holt, that have been illustrated in Fig. 1. Indee
the relative displacements of the inverse polarity domains
2 1

8 @0001# and 3
8 @0001#, respectively, for the two IDB struc

tures, taking as reference the unrelaxed, or Austerm
Gehman IDB model~this is the model in which one hcp
substructure remains undeviated while the other switche
tetrahedral site upon crossing the boundary!.31 Initial obser-
vations for such IDB*-Holt transformations were given
Ref. 22. In the present work, we undertake an extensive
thorough investigation of the IDB-I 1 SF interactions.

By employing the steps depicted in Fig. 3, we list in Fi
4 all the possible interactions of a IDB* with aI 1 SF leading
to a Holt IDB. These interactions and the corresponding
fects have been obtained using the above outlined Volt
approach and Eq.~1!. The inverse polarity domains hav
been designatedl andm. The orthogonal part of the trans
formation P is P51̄, the inversion operation, and the di
placementp is defined by the IDB type prior to the Volterr
cut. It can be seen that the dislocations at the junction li
have an associated step, the height of which is given by
average of the step heights on the abutting surfaces.
1
2 @0001# component of the SF translation has been emplo
for the IDB structure transformation. In Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, 4~e!,
and 4~f!, the SF terminates on a flatl surface whereas, in the
rest, thel surface exhibits a step of the same sense.~Juxta-
5-3
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FIG. 4. The possible IDB*-I 1 SF interactions, leading to a Holt IDB. The interactions are illustrated using Volterra drawings. The
and SF have been indicated by broken lines. On the SF, a sphalerite unit has been drawn to indicate its sense. The step vectors
in Fig. 3. In ~a! to ~d! the configurations with the sense towards the IDB are given, and in~e! to ~h! the sense is away from the IDB. Th
given configurations correspond to minimum Burgers vectors and minimum average step heights (hav).
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posed steps of opposite senses have not been consi
since they lead to relatively large Burgers vectors.! The con-
figurations given in Fig. 4 correspond to minimum Burge
vectors and minimum steps, and other configurations aris
as a combination of these are conceivable.

In addition, Fig. 5 lists all the configurations in which th
I 1 SF crosses into the inverse polarity domain; in these,
IDB structure is not transformed. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! it can
be seen that the SF can cross via a defect free step. How
if the sense of the sphalerite units adopts a mirror-rela
orientation with respect to the IDB plane, then a partial d

FIG. 5. Volterra drawings illustrating the crossings of an IDB
a I 1 SF. The IDB structure is conserved in the interactions. In~a!
and~b! the sphalerite units on either side of the IDB have the sa
sense, and in~c! and~d! they have mirror-related senses. The lat
configurations require a partial dislocation.
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location with@Fig. 5~c!# or without @Fig. 5~d!# an associated
step is required. In Fig. 5 the IDB structure is conserv
because the SF type is conserved as well. We could
imagine that theI 1 SF emerges asI 2 after the IDB. In that
case, the1

2 @0001# component would have been absorbed
a structural transformation of the IDB from IDB* to Holt o
vice versa.

Aside from the configurations and transformations giv
in Figs. 4 and 5, one can imagine IDB configurations that
not related to a SF. For example, in the interactions depic
in Figs. 4 and 5, the IDB plane type has been kept invaria
i.e., either type 1 or type 2. The transformations IBD*
IDB*2 and Holt1-Holt2, in which the location of the IDB
plane changes from crossing single bonds to crossing do
bonds, do not necessitate a partial dislocation since
dichromatic complex~Ref. 23! is the same for 1- and 2-typ
boundaries. Such defect-free transformations have been
served experimentally.16

In the above, a rigorous analysis of IDB interactions w
I 1 SF’s has been given. In the following we proceed to stu
these in experimental HREM images, and to analyze the
served interactions. For the analysis the circuit mapp
technique will be employed~see the Appendix!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

GaN layers were epitaxially deposited on~0001! Al2O3
by rf plasma MBE. Prior to deposition, the sapphire surfa
had undergone nitridation at 723 K, followed by low-T depo-
sition of a 8–20 nm AlN buffer. Following a high-T anneal-
ing of the buffer layer, GaN epilayers were grown und
various conditions. After deposition, the epilayers exhibit
the wurtzite structure and the relative orientation relations

e
r
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STRUCTURAL TRANSITION OF INVERSION DOMAIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245325
with the sapphire substrate was (0001)GaN//(0001)Al2O3 ,

^101̄0&GaN//̂ 12̄10& Al2O3. Sample preparation for@12̄10#
cross-section electron microscopy~XTEM! involved me-
chanical thinning followed by ion milling to electron tran
parency. For the observations, a Topcon 002B HREM, op
ated at 200 kV, with a point to point resolution of 0.18 n
andCs50.4 mm, and a JEOL JEM 120CX TEM were em
ployed. Image simulations of the defects on HREM mic
graphs were performed using the multislice algorithm in
EMS software.32 For this purpose, supercells for the defec
were created in@12̄10# projection. Series of simulated im
ages of all the IDB and SF structural models from229 to
269 nm defocus values~step 2 nm!, and for thickness from
0.32 nm~i.e., equal to one lattice parametera! to 14.4 nm
~step 0.16 nm! were constructed. Prior to comparison wi
the simulations the experimental conditions of thickness
defocus were determined by calculating the map of thro
defocus-thickness simulated images of perfect GaN.

Figure 6 is a conventional XTEM micrograph, illustratin
a characteristic overall view of the GaN thin film. It can b
seen that a multiplicity of interacting extended defects, ba
SF’s and$101̄0% IDB’s, exists. Under the particular diffrac
tion conditions~multiple-beam dark-field with theg50002
reflection!, inversion domains are distinguished by t
change in the mean intensity level.33 In addition, the majority
of threading dislocations, i.e., dislocations with Burgers v
tor b5 1

3 ^2̄110&, are in extinction. Image simulations on
number of HREM micrographs have shown that the majo
of IDB’s are IDB* defects with occasional Holt-type defect
in addition, it has been shown that most basal SF’s are
intrinsic character.4,9 Both I 1 andI 2 SF’s are low-energy de
fects since they do not disturb nearest-neighbor pack
with I 1 being the most energetically favorable.20 However,
based on the relevant SF displacements given in Sec. II,
deduced that the intrinsic SF’s that are visible with the 00
reflection in Fig. 6 areI 1 SF’s.

In the HREM micrograph of Fig. 7, an interaction b
tween aI 1 SF and a narrow inversion domain, bounded
two IDB’s, is illustrated. The IDB’s and the SF were chara

FIG. 6. Multiple-beam, dark-field TEM micrograph in cros
section geometry, of the epitaxial GaN film, viewed with the 00
reflection. The image depicts a large density of basal SF’s inter

ing with $101̄0% IDB’s. Under the present diffracting condition
edge-type threading dislocations are in extinction. The SF’s that
visible are intrinsicI 1 SF’s, as well as few extrinsicE SF’s.
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terized by comparison with corresponding simulated imag
For the particular imaging conditions~i.e., defocus corre-
sponding to the first maximum of contrast!, tunnels in the
structure are projected onto white spots and, for the H
model, the stacking sequences on either side of the IDB
pear to have same sense, whereas, for IDB*, the sense
pear opposite.16 Hence the two models can be distinguishe
Also, in Fig. 7 it is observed that the IDB planes are trac
onto white spots which, for this defocus, corresponds to
IDB plane cutting single bonds; hence these are typ
boundaries as explained in the introduction and depicted
Fig. 1. Following the identification of the planar defects, w
move on to study their interactions. Starting the descript
from the right-hand side of the image, the SF is observ
initially to cross an IDB*; this constitutes the first interactio
and the cases of Fig. 5 are applicable. The SF then stop
the second IDB, thereby inducing a transformation of ID
character from IDB* to Holt type; this is the second intera
tion, and the cases of Fig. 4 are applicable.

In order to characterize the first interaction~junction
1-Jn1), we observe, from Fig. 7, that the SF-associa
sphalerite stacking continues after crossing the IDB with
changing its sense. This immediately excludes the case
Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!. Then, if we also consider the observe
step height of the IDB plane at the IDB-SF junction line,
appears that Fig. 5~b! is the most probable. However, furthe
simulations are necessary, and this is undertaken below.

Image simulations of structural models of the first inte
action were performed and, for this purpose, appropriate
percells were created. Since no relaxation algorithms w

t-

re

FIG. 7. Cross-section HREM micrograph along@12̄10#, show-
ing a I 1 SF interacting with two IDB’s that bound a narrow invers
polarity domain. Starting the description from the right-hand side
the image, the SF crosses an IDB*1 defect and then stops on
second IDB, transforming its structure from IDB*1 to Holt1. Th
arrows indicate the IDB planes. Stacking sequences at the m
material and the inverse polarity domain have also been indic
(defocus5229 nm, tunnels are on white spots!.
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FIG. 8. HREM image simulations along@12̄10#, corresponding to the IDB-SF interaction of Fig. 5~b!. The simulations were performe
with defocus5229 nm~first maximum of contrast!, and two levels of specimen thickness are illustrated. The matrix material~depicted on
the right-hand side of the IDB plane! can be either Ga polarity@~a!, ~c!, ~e!, ~g!# or N polarity @~b!, ~d!, ~f!, ~h!#, and the SF-associate
stacking can be shifted by either2c/2 @~a!, ~b!, ~e!, ~f!# or 1c/2 @~c!, ~d!, ~g!, ~h!# in the inverse domain with respect to the matrix. T
arrows indicate the IDB planes; the stacking sequences on either side of the IDB’s are also shown. In~a! and~c!, the atomic positions of the
distinct atomic species, depicted as open and full circles, have been superimposed on the images.
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available, the IDB-SF junction line was kept unrelaxed
these cells. However, the simulations accurately depict
relative orientations and senses of the stacking sequen
Four supercells were simulated for each of the two poss
cases, i.e., Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. This is because there are tw
possible ways of arranging the polarities and two ways
arranging the sphalerite row before and after the IDB. W
respect to the polarities, we can choose the matrix materi
be Ga polarity, and the inverse domainN polarity, or vice
versa.~Note that, by convention, ‘‘Ga polarity’’ correspond
to @0001# being along the Ga-N bond.7,16! Also the IDB step
shifts the sphalerite row by either1c/2 or 2c/2, and this
results in the second pair of supercells. A comparison
tween the experimental micrograph and the simulations
led to the conclusion that Fig. 5~b! is the case that best de
scribesJn1. The corresponding simulated images are giv
in Fig. 8 for two levels of specimen thickness that match
experimental conditions, while those of Fig. 5~c! are not
listed for brevity. From the simulated images it has also b
concluded that the sphalerite row shifts by1c/2 inside the
inverse polarity domain, on account of the interaction. Ho
ever, the polarity issue cannot be clarified since, at this
focus, the images remain unaffected by polarity rever
Also, variations of specimen thickness do not appear to
fect the image.

Figure 9 is a HREM experimental micrograph of the sa
area as Fig. 7, for imaging conditions corresponding to
second maximum of contrast. At these conditions, ato
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columns are projected onto white spots; hence circuit m
ping is facilitated, whereas the imaging conditions of Fig
aided the characterization of the planar defects and t
steps. In Fig. 9, the stacking sequences on either side o
IDB’s are in agreement with the observations of Potinet al.
for this contrast maximum,16 i.e., they appear to have th
same sense for the IDB* and opposite senses for Holt. He
the identification of the IDB’s in Fig. 7 is further confirmed
However, it is now observed that no shift of the S
associated stacking is discernible. Due to this, another se
of image simulations was undertaken for this maximum,
order to positively identify the positions of the faults and t
correspondence with the structural model. These simulat
are illustrated in Fig. 10 for the case at hand, i.e., that of F
5~b! with a 1c/2 shift. The calculations show that, at th
defocus, the apparent shift of the sphalerite row varies
pending on both the polarity and specimen thickness. In p
ticular, if the matrix material is Ga polarity, the apparent sh
changes from 0 toc after approximately five lattice period
icities, as shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~c!. On the other hand
a N-polarity matrix always gives an apparent shift equal toc,
irrespective of specimen thickness, as shown in Figs. 10~b!
and 10~d!. Hence we conclude that our observations are c
sistent with Ga-polarity matrix material, in agreement w
results published earlier for these specimens.9 In addition, a
one-to-one correspondence between atomic columns in
image and the structural model is established; this struct
model is then used as reference space for circuit mappin
5-6
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order to characterize the IDB-SF junction line, as describ
below.

The zero defect character of theJn1 line, that has been
predicted in Fig. 5~b!, can be confirmed by employing th
circuit mapping technique in the manner described in
Appendix for multicomponent systems. Figure 11~a! is the
same micrograph as Fig. 9 except that closed circuits h
been indicated around the two junction lines. These circ
are shown mapped in the appropriate reference space in
11~b! and 11~c!. The crystal components have been dist
guished in Fig. 11~a! by designating them asl, m, and k,
wherel and k correspond to the matrix material andm to
the inverse domain. The closed circuitsghi jklmnpqrs
aroundJn1 is shown mapped in the reference space in F
11~b! whereby no closure failure arises. The appropriate m
ticomponent reference space for mapping has been ident
by the image simulations of Figs. 8 and 10. We note that c
should be exercised when crossing the IDB’s. This is
cause, in materials exhibiting hexagonal close packing,
centers of inversion are not located at atomic sites. W
crossing an IDB, inversion operations have to be perform
using such centers, and they have to be followed by
rigid-body translation of the corresponding IDB model. Th
is illustrated in Figs. 11~b! and 11~c! by enlargements of the
IDB crossing locations. Moreover, we need to consider t
wurtzite is composed of two interpenetrating hcp substr
tures. Hence, when mapping the circuit, we need to exer
care in order to employ the inversion centers of the app
priate substructure, i.e., those of the hcp substructure co
sponding to the atomic sites that are used for mapping
circuit segments. The zero Burgers vector ofJn1 is further
verified if we formulate the circuit mathematically. The c
cuit segments are as follows:

FIG. 9. HREM micrograph of the same area as Fig. 7 at
second maximum of contrast (defocus5259 nm, atoms are on
white spots!. No shift of the SF-associated stacking is observed
the inverse polarity domain with respect to its location in the m
trix. The arrows indicate the IDB planes and the stacking seque
on either side of the IDB’s are also shown.
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sgh:C~k!15~ I ,2@0001# !~ I ,2@ 1̄010# !, ~2a!

i jk :C~k!25S I ,
1

3
@211̄0# D ~ I ,2@101̄0# !~ I ,2@0001# !,

~2b!

lmn:C~m!25~ I ,@0001# !~ I ,@ 1̄010# !, ~2c!

pqr:C~m!15S I ,
1

3
@211̄0# D ~ I ,@101̄0# !~ I ,3@0001# !

~2d!

~note that sequences of Seitz operations are read from
to left!. In addition, the rigid-body translation vectors that a
associated with crossing the planar defects arep(k)SF

5 1
6 @ 2̄023#, pkm5 1

8 @0001#, p(m)SF5
1
6 @ 2̄023#, pmk

5 1
8 @0001̄#. Similar to Eq.~A1! of the Appendix, the com-

posite circuit operator forJn1 is given by the equation

C~km!5~ I ,pmk!P$C~m!1„I ,p~m!SF…C~m!2%P
21~ I ,pkm!

3C~k!2„I ,p~k!SF…C~k!1 . ~3!

In Eq. ~3! the circuit operator is expressed in the frame
domain k. Substitution of the operators given in Eq.~2!
yields C(km)5(I ,0), identifying Jn1 as a dislocation-free
IDB-SF interaction.

Following the characterization of the IDB-SF interactio
of Jn1, we proceed withJn2, whereby the SF stops on th
IDB and transforms its structure as shown in the experim
tal micrograph of Figs. 7 and 9. The previous analysis
already identified the sense of the SF-associated sphal
row, and this immediately excludes the cases depicted

e

n
-
es

FIG. 10. HREM image simulations along@12̄10#, correspond-
ing to the IDB-SF interaction of Fig. 5~b!. The simulations were
performed with defocus5259 nm~second maximum of contrast!,
and two levels of specimen thickness are illustrated. The matrix
be either Ga polarity@~a!, ~c!# or N polarity @~b!, ~d!#. In the struc-
tural model employed for the simulations, the SF-associated st
ing has been taken to undergo a1c/2 shift in the inverse domain on
account of the SF’s interaction with the IDB*1. It is observed th
the apparent shift of this stacking depends on both the polarity
specimen thickness. The arrows indicate the IDB planes and st
ing sequences on either side of the IDB’s are shown.
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FIG. 11. ~a! The same micrograph as in Fig. 9 with closed circuitssghi jklmnpqrsand s8g8h8i 8 j 8k8l 8m8n8p8s8 drawn around the
IDB-SF junction lines,Jn1 andJn2, respectively.~b! Mapping of circuitsghi jklmnpqrsaroundJn1 to the reference space. Enlargemen
are used to make clear the appropriate way to cross the IDB’s using inversion centers~depicted as cross-hatched rectangles! and rigid-body
translations in the complex of interpenetrating crystals~see text!. ~c! Mapping of circuits8g8h8i 8 j 8k8l 8m8n8p8s8 around junctionJn2 to the

reference space; closure failurefs arises. The line defect accommodates the transition from IDB*1 to Holt1. (jW denotes the line directions o
the defects. Atoms are as in Fig. 1.!
B
ho
g

ig.

x

Figs. 4~a!–4~d!. In addition, the cases depicted in Figs. 4~g!
and 4~h! are associated with a relatively large step of the ID
plane, which is not observed. The remaining cases are t
of Figs. 4~e! and 4~f!, which correspond to lines exhibitin
24532
se

edge and mixed dislocation character, respectively. In F
11~a!, a closed circuits8g8h8i 8 j 8k8l 8m8n8p8s8 has been
drawn aroundJn2, and it is shown mapped in the comple
of interpenetrating crystals in Fig. 11~c!, where it is observed
5-8
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that closure failureFS arises; this identifiesJn2 as a dislo-
cation line. The Burgers vector is determined if we formula
the circuit mathematically; the circuit segments are

s8g8h8i 8:C~l!5~ I ,2@ 1̄010# !~ I ,4@0001̄# !~ I ,2@101̄0# !,
~4a!

j 8k8l 8:C~m!15~ I ,2@0001̄# !~ I ,@101̄0# !, ~4b!

m8n8p8:C~m!25S I ,
1

3
@ 2̄110# D ~ I ,@ 1̄010# !~ I ,@0001̄# !.

~4c!

Also the rigid-body translations associated with crossing
planar defects areplm5 1

8 @0001# pSF5
1
6 @2023# and pml

5 3
8 @0001#. The composite circuit operator forJn2 is given

by Eq. ~A1!, and substitution yieldsC(lm)5(I , 1
3 @11̄00#)

identifying Jn2 as a partial dislocation of mixed type wit
Burgers vectorbJn25 1

3 @ 1̄100# expressed in thel coordinate
frame. In conclusion, the junction line that accommoda
the IDB*1-Holt1 transformation corresponds to the config
ration depicted in Fig. 4~f! and is accommodated by a dislo
cation of mixed type. The crossing of the IDB*1 by aI 1 SF
corresponds to the configuration of Fig. 5~b!, and is accom-
modated without a dislocation.

In the above, junction lines between aI 1 SF and IDB’s
bounding a narrow inverse polarity domain were presen
In the following, we present, for completeness, interactio
betweenI 1 SF’s and IDB’s bounding a relatively wide in
verse domain. For brevity, the circuits will only be illustrate
in graphical form, omitting the analytical mathematical c
culations. Figure 12~a! is a HREM micrograph showing a
inverse polarity domain with an internalI 1 SF. On the left-
hand side, the SF terminates on the IDB and transform
from IDB*1 to Holt1 ~junctionJn3). On the right-hand side
the SF accommodates a Holt2 to IDB*1 transformati
~junction Jn4). The Holt2 IDB is itself a product of the
interaction of an externalI 1 SF with a IDB*2 ~junction
Jn5). The occurrence of the Holt2 segment is interest
since double ‘‘wrong’’ bonds are involved; such IDB’s hav
also been observed by Potinet al.16 The external SF termi-
nates at a partial dislocation. All the IDB-SF interactio
induce steps on the IDB plane. No IDB crossings by SF’s
observed in this micrograph.

In Fig. 12~a! the IDB’s and SF’s have been characteriz
by the comparison with simulated images that are given
insets. In addition, closed circuits have been drawn aro
all the IDB-SF junctions in order to identify their defe
character; these circuits are shown mapped in the refer
space in Figs. 12~b! to 12~d!. The circuit aroundJn3 char-
acterizes the line as a mixed partial dislocation with Burg
vectorbJn35 1

3 @ 1̄100#, that corresponds to the case depict
in Fig. 4~f!. The case ofJn4 is rather more complex in tha
there is a structural transformation from Holt to IDB* as we
as a change of IDB plane from type 2 to type 1. We c
consider these to be two discrete and consecutive tran
mations, for example Holt2-to-Holt1-to-IDB*1. As men
tioned in Sec. II, a dislocation-free step is required to tra
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form Holt2 to Holt1. In addition, a partial dislocation i
required to transform Holt1 to IDB*1. This agrees with th

result of circuit mapping that yieldsbJn45 1
3 @11̄00# and cor-

responds to the case of Fig. 4~f!. The associated step of th
IDB plane has height equal to 33A3a/12, which is the sum
of the step corresponding to the case of Fig. 4~f!, plus the
dislocation-free step that changes the IDB plane from typ
to type 1. The last junction line isJn5, and the correspond

ing Burgers vector isbJn55 1
3 @ 1̄010#, i.e., the dislocation is

edge type; the relevant case is Fig. 4~a!. We note that all
Burgers vectors have been expressed in the coordinate fr
of domainl ~or, equivalently, domaink). In concluding this
section, we remark that, out of eight predicted IDB* to Ho
transformations through defects, two have been illustra
here, i.e., those of Figs. 4~a! and 4~f!. In addition, out of four
conceivable IDB crossings by theI 1 SF, one has been illus
trated, i.e., that of Fig. 5~b!.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A detailed study of the interactions betweenI 1 SF’s and
IDB’s has been presented using HREM observations an
rigorous topological analysis. The observations have b
compared with extensive image simulations and the de
character of the IDB-SF junction lines has been determi
using circuit mapping. It has been observed, in a numbe
instances, that theI 1 SF’s are defects that can interact wi
IDB’s thereby introducing structural transformations, fro
the low energy and electrically nonactive IDB* to the ele
trically active and high energy Holt IDB or vice versa. The
IDB-SF junction lines have partial dislocation character w
b5 1

3 ^101̄0&. The Burgers vectors of such partials are in t
SF plane, whereas the12 @0001# component is absorbed b
the IDB structure transformation. A subtle point is made, i.
that a 1

2 @0001# partial plus an IDB* is topologically and
structurally equivalent to a Holt IDB. Also, at one instan
where the inverse polarity domain was relatively narrow
was observed that theI 1 SF crossed one IDB without affect
ing its structure, and that this junction line did not exhib
defect character.

Our results are at variance to the conclusion of Potinet al.
~Ref. 16! that IDB*’s do not switch to Holt IDB’s. However,
we agree that the growth conditions are responsible for
introduction of the Holt defects but, in our specimens, this
done in an indirect way, i.e., through the introduction ofI 1
SF’s. It is therefore proposed that finding ways to reduce
density ofI 1 SF’s could lead to GaN epilayers of improve
properties. In addition to theI 1 SF’s, the extrinsic (E-type!
SF’s have a1

2 @0001# rigid-body translation, and could als
introduce IDB structural transformations, but these defe
occur in much smaller numbers. It has also been obser
that, if the SF crosses the IDB, then the interaction is ha
less in that no IDB structural transformation results. The
fore, a second way to improve epilayer properties would
to facilitate these crossings over the SF terminations on I
walls.

However, the conditions, under which a SF can cross
5-9
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FIG. 12. ~a! HREM micrograph depicting an inverse polarity domain with an internalI 1 SF that interacts with the two IDB’s that boun
the domain~junctionsJn3 andJn4). On the right-hand image side, an externalI 1 SF is seen also to interact with one domain wall~junction
Jn5). The external SF terminates at a partial dislocation of mixed character with a1

2 @0001# screw component as indicated by the shift in t
stacking sequence. Corresponding simulations of the IDB’s are shown as framed insets. The relative orientations of the stacking
across the IDB’s are also given (defocus5259 nm, white spots represent the atomic columns and the IDB planes are on dark colu!.
Closed right-handed circuits have been drawn around the IDB-SF junction lines.~b!, ~c!, and~d! Mappings of the circuits aroundJn3, Jn4,
andJn5, respectively, to the reference space. Closure failuresfs arise identifying these junction lines as partial dislocations with associ
steps on the IDB plane~see text!.
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IDB wall or terminate there, remain to be further elucidate
Moreover, the transformation from a low energy planar d
fect to a high energy one should be influenced by kinet
One explanation is the different growth rates exhibited
adjacent domains as has been shown in Refs. 7,9. A gro
defect such as aI 1 SF could terminate on an IDB if an
adjacent, unfaulted domain has already grown to a hig
level, thus leading to a compulsory structural transformat
of the IDB. This is because theI 1 SF cannot overcome th
24532
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IDB since both glide and climb of the partial dislocation b
which this SF is bounded would have been required. In
reverse procedure, a faulted domain may have grown
higher level and the IDB structure transformation occurs
the adjacent inverse domain reaches the SF. As argue
Rouviere et al.,7 Ga polarity domains grow faster tha
N-polarity ones, and hence such transformations could a
frequently. On the other hand, if there are two domains t
have grown to the same level, the SF can cross the IDB w
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We have observed this only at one instance where the inv
polarity domain was relatively narrow.
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APPENDIX: CIRCUIT MAPPING METHODOLOGY

Circuit mapping is a useful technique for the characteri
tion of line defects on experimental HREM micrograph
The method has been formulated by Pond and Hirth,25 to
utilize the mathematical framework of theInternational
Tables for Crystallography,29 and can employ all types o
symmetry operations. Circuit mapping can be applied for
characterization of individual interfacial line defects and li
defects at interface junction lines,25,26 as has been demon
strated in a number of cases.3,34–37

In circuit mapping, an observer is imagined to undergo
closed excursion through the structure and around the lin
the defect. Provided that he maintains sufficient dista
from the defect core, his elementary motions can be p
ceived as symmetry operations. This circuit is then map
to the appropriate reference space where a closure fa
arises; for defects in single crystals the reference space is
space group of the host crystal. Under the rh/fs conventio25

for a closed circuit that is right-handed with respect to t
assigned line directionj of the defect, the defect is charac
terized by the vectorfs connecting the finish locationf to the
starting ones.

The observer’s excursion can be expressed mathem
cally in the form of a circuit operatorC.25 This is particularly
useful when employing operations that move the obser
out of the projection plane, and when working in multicom
ponent systems such as bicrystals and polycrystals. The
cuit operator is the sequence of symmetry operators un
gone by the observer. However, since all symme
operations are defined with respect to a chosen origin, ac
upon the observer by an operationWi through any other
location, defined by vectorr i with respect to this origin, is
expressed asWi* 5(I ,r i) Wi(I ,r i)

21. Hence, the excursion is
represented by the operatorC5(C,c)5W n* •••W1* . The cir-
cuit operator relates the final orientation and location of
observer to the original one. Ifs and f are the position vec-
tors of locationss and f, respectively, with respect to th
origin ~i.e., fs5s2f), thenC(I ,s)5(C,Cs1c) where f5Cs
1c and C is the overall rotation and/or inversion of th
observer’s frame. Under therh/ f s convention, the defect is
characterized by the operationC 21,25 and we note that a
more general sense of closure failure arises, i.e., a circu
r

.
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closed if the observer is returned to both his starting posi
and orientation.C 21 is the irreducible expression of the clo
sure failure of the mapped excursion, provided that the
cuit is closed in the general sense in real space.

For interfacial and junction line defects, more than o
abutting crystal components are involved, and the circ
comprises segments in all components. The reference s
is the space group of the composite complex that is forme
we imagine all component crystal structures
interpenetrate.25,26For example, consider the junction line o
a SF with an IDB wall as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1
In order to identify the defect character of the interface ju
tion line, we construct a circuit composed of segments,C(l)
in the l domain, andC(m)1 and C(m)2, in the m domain
below and above the SF, respectively. The circuit also co
prises displacementsplm , pml , and pSF associated with
crossing the interfaces. For this junction line, the compo
circuit operator is then given by the expression

C~lm!5~ I ,pml!P$C~m!2~ I ,pSF!C~m!1%P
21,~ I ,plm!C~l!.

~A1!

In Eq. ~A1!, the composite circuit operator is expressed
the l coordinate frame, and P51̄. The term
P$C(m)2(I ,pSF)C(m)1%P

21 reexpresses them circuit seg-
ments in thel frame. Equation~A1! takes into account any
structural transformation of the IDB type and yields the ir
ducible expression of the closure failure. A similar formu
tion can be written for the case that the SF crosses the I
as shown in Sec. III.

FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of a closed right-handed circ
employed in order to characterize the defect character of the j
tion line between an IDB and a terminating SF. The circuit, which
shown here prior to mapping to the reference space, starts at
domain l, and comprises three segments as well as translat

associated with crossing the interfaces (jW denotes the line direction
of the defect!.
r
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